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So I did everything in Step one Origin says I dont own all the DLC however when I load in the game it says
I own the DLC but when I go into CAS nothing from DLCs show up (when I go to sort by pack its showing I
dont own anything). Im curious if I need to do step 3 and download each pack individually. So Im curious. I
did everything in Step one Origin says I dont own all the DLC however when I load in the game it says I
own the DLC but when I go into CAS nothing from DLCs show up (when I go to sort by pack its showing I
dont own anything). Im curious if I need to do step 3 and download each pack individually. Downloading
and installing, all good so far I have check everything is up to date. I have tried uninstalling and
reinstalling on both the Origin and the EA app for the sims 4. Still nothing. I have also tried moving the EA
and Origin to different folders. Hi, I have installed my SIMS 4 on drive D using copy paste initially few
years ago,and now i tried running the EA DLC Unlocker V2 (setup.bat), i am seeing this error in the
command prompt, can you guide me on how can it detect the game in drive D I downloaded the open the
sims 4 folder.bat and it was able to detect my game at drive D just fine. I am having trouble with EA DLC
Unlocker V2 not being able to detect the path and i cant change it either. hi i read all the responses to the
posts people have made on here, and i can honestly say the guide was absolutely spot on with the sims 4
get together patch, and i am a little confused as to why my sims 4 get together wasnt already installed
but i guess its probably because i chose the french version when i installed the game the first time.
However, i am still having an issue, when i run the sims 4 get together patch, it tells me download for EA's
Origin, and I know i am able to get into my game, I installed the game multiple times and used different
ways to select my game, i have tried the different methods, and i know for sure my game is already
installed but i can't seem to get into the sims 4 Get Together language selector.
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I downloaded my game on Origin but I got the Origin skin pack and it won't let me use that until I have my
DLC activated. I know a lot of the DLCs got in access to other games by EA already and I have my own. I

think EA really needs to make it right so that it allows DLC to be used with multiple games. That's my
concern. I love EA games but it's difficult on me. I have pre-loaded my game and when I started it up, I

got an error and EA Tools wouldn't let me download the addon. So I uninstalled EA Tools and that seemed
to fix it. It's kind of a pain but it works. Hello I did everything I followed all the steps EXCEPT I did not put
the sims 4 dlc into my STEAM directory after I completed the process. When i went to the legal folder and

open it and add the sims 4 dlc to the game directory it will not download the unistaller will open and it
says that it can not find the game. If I extract the file into the folder it will then open the legal file and I

can open the game. But at that time it will not download the unistaller. I am not sure if I missed
something or if I just have a problem downloading the unistaller. Hello I did everything. I had bought the
base game on Steam recently. I moved the dlcs and packs from the folder with the cracked game I had
installed before through Anadius into the new folder under steam. I restarted the laptop and opened the
game via steam. All the packs say OWNED but when I play a saved file game it says A restart is required
to ensure all the packs for this save are enabled and trial content is only available for trial saves. When I
try to start a new game and try to download a household from gallery its saying Content not installed.

Purchased or other content used in this Gallery item is not installed. If you place it now, you will not see
the uninstalled content. 5ec8ef588b
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